
Capabilities
Manufacture to your exact specification

Raw material sourcing to meet your requirements

Processing of natural high grade plant and animal hair in powder and short
fibre formats

R&D support

Dyed fibres available (to OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100)

Controlled moisture content (0% - 25%)

Certified to ISO 9001, IATF 16949 and ISO 22716
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Why Choose Goonvean
Fibres?
With efficiency and quality at the heart of everything we do, 
Goonvean Fibres are one of Europe’s largest technical fibre 
manufacturers, offering authentic technical fibre solutions to the 
global manufacturing community.

We process several thousand tonnes of precision cut and milled 
sustainable fibres each month and deliver them to over 50 countries 
worldwide. Our warehouses located in the UK and USA, mean we can 
utilise our just in time (JIT) inventory to make sure our fibres reach you 
quickly and efficiently.

Through innovation and partnership with our customers we bring 
engineered fibres to a wide range of markets, from Battery to 
Filtration, helping to make your products stand out from the rest.



    Africa
    Asia
    Europe
    North America
    South America

Global Distribution
Our global distribution network ensures 
local customers support and technical 
advice is available in your language.
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Milled Fibre Powders
Consistent milled natural fibres and powders

Size range: 122µm - 12,000µm

No processing aids are used during our processing

Typical applications include cleansers, moisturisers, scrubs, 
protein extraction and cosmetic treatments

Short-Cut Fibres
High quality natural and biodegradable fibres

Size range: 0.1mm - 38mm

Highly accurate and consistent fibre lengths

Typical applications include mascaras and cosmetic pads

Precision Cut
High quality natural and synthetic fibres

Size range: 0.1mm - 50mm

Highly accurate and consistent fibre lengths supported by 
technical analysis

Manufactured to order to meet exact customer 
specifications

Commission Processing
Our precision short cut fibres and flocks are cut and 
processed using unique, in-house engineered cutting 
techniques, which ensure that our fibres are efficient, 
consistent, and high performance.

All Goonvean Fibres precision cut fibres are cut to ISO/TS 
16949 quality standard, and achieve superior efficiencies, 
minimal fusion, and a consistent cut length.
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